WIRE GLASS DISCLAIMER

RE: New code for Wire Glass

The 2006 version of the international building code (known as IBC 2006) no longer permits the use of traditional wire glass in areas that are subject to human impact in hazardous locations. Hazardous locations include, but are not limited to, doorlites, sidelites, windows in stairwells or near any walking surface.

Therefore, any jurisdiction that adopts the IBC 2006 eliminates and prohibits the use of traditional wire glass in hazardous locations, in any type of facility. In hazardous locations that require a fire rating, a fire rated and impact-rated product must be used. All glass, including fire rated glass, used in hazardous areas must meet CPSC 16 CFR1201 Class 1 or Class II and/or ANSI Z97.1 Class A or Class B. The 2003 IAC applies to schools K-12, athletic facilities, daycare facilities, and hospitals. The IBC 2006 and subsequent versions apply to all buildings.

Check with the architect and authority having jurisdiction regarding the use of wire glass in any hazardous location. If you require an IAC compliant glazing material please contact us for additional information.

Schuham Builders Supply Co., Inc. (Schuham) complies with the IBC 2006 in all applicable jurisdictions and prohibits the installation of its traditional wire glass in any hazardous location in any jurisdiction that has adopted the IBC 2006 building code or where any other code or law exists that prohibits its use where safety glazing is required.

Before Schuham will sell you any traditional wire glass, the following affirmation must be signed, dated, and returned to Schuham. This document is good through 12/31/2012.

This is to confirm that any traditional wire glass project received from Schuham Builders Supply Co., Inc. will not be used in any application existent in any jurisdiction that has adopted any code, or where any law exists, preventing the installation of traditional wire glass in a hazardous location. NOTE: As not all areas have adopted this code, please check the code for the area that the glass will be installed.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This is to confirm that any traditional wire glass project received from Schuham Builders Supply Co., Inc. will not be used in any application existent in any jurisdiction that has adopted any code, or where any law exists, preventing the installation of traditional wire glass in a hazardous location. NOTE: As not all areas have adopted this code, please check the code for the area that the glass will be installed.
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